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MOUNTAIN TOP

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JA33005045 MOUNTAIN TOP ROLL SILVER FOR D-MAX CREW EURO 6 1.560,00

JA33005046 MOUNTAIN TOP ROLL SILVER FOR D-MAX SPACE EURO 6 1.674,40

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



SPORT BAR

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JA33005047 SPORTBAR INOX FOR MOUNTAIN TOP D-MAX  EURO 6 634,40
To be installed with Bed Liner under rail.

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



HARD TOP CARRYBOY

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JC33005117 HARD TOP SPACE 1.744,00

*To be installed with Bed Liner under rail.

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



HARD TOP ICL

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867621100 Hard Top ICL Crew Euro 6 Splash White 527 1.994,00

5867621110 Hard Top ICL Crew Euro 6 Cosmic Black 523                                        1.994,00

5867621120 Hard Top ICL Crew Euro 6 Titanium Silver 529                                     1.994,00

5867621180 Hard Top ICL Crew Euro 6 Obsidian Gray 554                                       1.994,00

5867626140 Hard Top ICL Crew Euro 6 Galena Gray Met 563                                 1.994,00

5867626150 Hard Top ICL Crew Euro 6 Red Spinel Mica 564                                  1.994,00

5867626160 Hard Top ICL Crew Euro 6 Sapphire Blue Mica 565                              1.994,00

*To be installed with Bed Liner under rail. 

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



HARD TOP ROAD RANGER

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JR33005004 Hard Top Spezial Space Splash White (527) - opening at 90° 2.364,20

JR33005005 Hard Top Spezial Space Titanium Silver (529) - opening at 90° 2.364,20

JR33005051 Hard Top Spezial Space Obsidian Gray (554) - opening at 90° 2.364,20

JR33005007 Hard Top Spezial Space Cosmic Black (523) - opening at 90° 2.364,20

JR33005008 Hard Top Profi Space Splash White (527) - gull wing 3.273,45

JR33005009 Hard Top Profi Space Titanium Silver (529) - gull wing 3.273,45

JR33005052 Hard Top Profi Space Obsidian Gray (554) - gull wing 3.273,45

JR33005011 Hard Top Profi Space Cosmic Black (523) - gull wing 3.273,45

*To be installed with Bed Liner under rail.

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



HARD TOP ROAD RANGER

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JR33005001 Copricassone Crew Splash White (527) - gull wing 3.079,27

JR33005002 Copricassone Crew Titanium Silver (529) - gull wing 3.079,27

JR33005053 Copricassone Crew Obsidian Grayte (554) - gull wing 3.079,27

JR33005012 Copricassone Single Splash White (527) - gull wing 2.456,16

To be installed with Bed Liner under rail.

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



SIDESTEP

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JC33005115 Crew flat sidestep 210,00

JC33005116 Space flat sidestep 205,00

JC33005012 Sidestep with logo Crew 239,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



BED LINER

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JV33005101 Bed Liner Crew over rail 247,00

JV33005102 Bed Liner Space over rail 260,00

JV33005103 Bed Liner Single over rail 273,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867605441 Bed Liner Crew under rail 275,00

5867605461 Bed Liner Space under rail 294,00

BED LINER

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867613480 Bed Liner Crew for frame guard 275,00

8981039924 Frame guard for Crew 179,38

8973526241 Rail for frame guard 5,63

5867616300 Bed Liner Space for frame guard 294,00

BED LINER

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867605480 Carpet for bed liner (for all models) 82,00

BED LINER

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



ROLL BAR

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867613500 Bed liner Crew ICL for Roll Bar 275,00

5867614430 Roll Bar ICL 670,00

JC33005123
Roll Bar Carryboy (installation only with Soft Lid, and Bed 

Liner under rail)
510,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



ROLL BAR

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JC33005157 Roll Bar Carryboy for flat lid (D-Max Crew and Euro 6) 1.610,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



ROLL BAR

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JV33005104 Roll Bar Stilish Splash White 1.166,00

JV33005105 Roll Bar Stilish Obsidian Grey 1.166,00

JV33005106 Roll Bar Stilish Cosmic Black 1.166,00

JV33005107 Roll Bar Stilish Titanium Silver 1.166,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



SOFT LID

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JC33005009 Soft Lid Crew 309,00

JC33005010 Soft Lid Space 373,00

To be installed with Bed Liner under rail. 

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



SLING UP 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JC33005112 Sling Up (support in D-Max hatchback opening) 95,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



SLIM FIT 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JC33005114 Slim Fit for Space 980,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



PILLAR FILM  

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867614970 Pillar Film forCrew 30,00

5867614980 Pillar Film for Space 24,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



SILL GUARD

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867609270 Chromed sill guard crew 43,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



HARD DECK

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JV33005034 Hard Deck Maxcover PVC for Crew PVC Black 1.176,00

JV3300511 Hard Deck Maxcover PVC 180 for Crew 1.320,00

Only with Bed Liner under rail

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



HARD DECK

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867617460 Hard Deck Cover Crew Spash White 1.219,00

5867617530 Hard Deck Cover Crew Obsidian Grey 1.219,00

5867617450 Hard Deck Cover Crew Cosmic Black 1.219,00

5867617470 Hard Deck Cover Crew Titanium Silver 1.219,00

JV33005008 Hard Deck Maxcover PVC per Crew Neutro 1.176,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



TOOLBOX

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JV33005114 Small toolbox Maxsidebox* Only with Bed Liner 203,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



FRONT PROTECTION

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867614340 Front protection 162,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



WINCH 

CODICE DESCRIZIONE Prezzo CHF

J504005028 WINCH MAI STONE COME UP RHINO 8; 3,56 TON                                
(WITH SYNTHETIC CAVE)

1.600,00

J504005029 ASSEMBLY KIT WINCHMAI STONE INCLUDED FRONTAL UNDERRUN BAR 
ANT. 76 V2A BLACK

820,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



TOWING SYSTEM

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

J508005057 Towing bar Umbra 3.500 kg (no single 4x2) 325,60

J508005030 Wiring 43,75

J508005051 Bar 183,00

J508005052 Pommier Tow 144,60

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

J508005051 Bar 183,00

J508005053 Tow 39,00

J508005059 Bar 160,00

8971618151 06 x screw Isuzu 2,21

TOWING SYSTEM

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



CARPETS

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JA33005007 Velvet carpet Single 42,00

5867611610 Velvet carpet Space 53,00

5867605590 Velvet carpet Crew 53,00

5867605330 Rubber carpet Crew 42,00

5867605310 Rubber carpet Space and Single 25,00

5867605370 Rubber carpet Crew with bowl 57,00

5867605350 Rubber carpet Space and Single with bowl 30,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



DEFLECTORS 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867605280 Deflectors Space and Single 46,00

5867605290 Deflectors Crew 69,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



ROOF RAILS  

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867610650 Roof rails black 368,00

5867605540 Roof rails silver 368,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



WHEELS 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JA33005005 (1) Alloy wheels 16” Silver 170,00

5867627290 (2) Alloy wheels 18” 250,00

JA33005064 (3) Alloy wheels 18” 230,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



BULL BAR 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JA33005014 Front Bull Bar 460,04

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



SEATS COVER

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

J533005348 For Single 125,00

J533005347 For Space 140,00

J533005346 For Crew Solar and Quasar 180,00

J533005365 For Crew Planet and Satellite 175,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



VARIOUS 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

JV33005010 Tool box 331,00

JA33005026 Roof rack Zeat Alluminium Space and Crew 200,00

JA33005027 Roof rack Zeat black 165,00

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867617140 Cargo extender rear Crew 396,00

VARIOUS 

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



VARIOUS 

CODE DESCRIPTION PRICE €

5867614470 Floor illumination front and rear for Crew 153,84

The prices are intended as spare parts, net of VAT and excluding any painting and assembly. The sale and any assembly is subject to the actual availability of the accessory. N.B. 
The quotes and technical data shown in this collection can be changed at any time and without notice.



Founded in 1916, Isuzu Motors is Japan's longest-lived vehicle manufacturer and world leader in the
production of commercial vehicles and industrial engines. The first Isuzu pickup dates back to 1963. After
11 generations, to date over 7.5 million people in all countries of the world depend on the robustness,
reliability and efficiency of Isuzu pick-up.

ISUZU reserves the right to change specification and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment mentioned or showen in this brochure 
are also subject to change to meet government requirements and product development. 
Accessories and equipment shown in this brochure have been used for illustrative purpose only. Photos may included accessories. 
Please inquire at your local ISUZU distributor or dealer for more complete details on available models and their specification. 
Note: The colour in the photos included into this brochure, could be different from the original vehicle colour. 


